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(R5) 16:20 HAYDOCK,  7f 212y 

Racingtv.com Handicap (Class 3) (3YO only)
No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (3) 51110 OASIS PRINCE 18 CD 
b c Oasis Dream - Demisemiquaver

3 9 - 7 F Norton
M Johnston

91

Jockey Colours: White, light blue spots, white sleeves, light blue cap, white spots
Timeform says: Rapid progress on back of his AW debut effort in March, rattling off a quick-
fire hat-trick in a C&D handicap in May. Had excuses back here last time and remains with
untapped potential.  (Forecast 3.00)

Notes: 

2 (5) 1973-10 DIVINITY 26 D 
b f Dutch Art - Elysian

3 9 - 6 C Lee
K R Burke

90

Jockey Colours: Red, white sash, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Ended her 2-y-o campaign looking exposed but showed much-improved
form when winning on return at Ripon (1m) in April. Lost chance at the start in York listed
event next time (very slowly away).   (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

3 (1) 4821 GLOBAL GIFT (FR) 13 D 
b g Invincible Spirit - Special Gift

3 8 - 11h G Mosse
E A L Dunlop

81

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow braces, black and red hooped sleeves, black cap, yellow star
Timeform says: Has essentially improved with each start, opening his account in a 7.8f
handicap at Carlisle last month. Underfoot conditions no problem on that evidence and likely
he has more to offer.  (Forecast 4.33)

Notes: 

4 (4) 522-8 WIRETAP (FR) 40 
b g Charm Spirit - Ysper

3 8 - 8 P Hanagan
D M Simcock

78

Jockey Colours: Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel
Timeform says: Showed plenty of ability in maiden/minor company and not seen to best
effect from fair opening mark when eighth of 10 on handicap debut last month. Certainly not
one to write off.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

5 (2) 223-102 ZIP 4 
ro g Kyllachy - Flycatcher

3 8 - 4 R Ffrench
R A Fahey

74

Jockey Colours: Red, black sash, red and yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Improved to open his account at Newcastle (7f) in January and back at that
level when runner-up over 7f here (heavy) on Saturday, keeping on. This tougher but
conditions hold no fears.  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: OASIS PRINCE was impressive when rattling off a quick-fire hat-trick during
April/May, and having not been seen to anything like best effect on his latest outing he is fancied to
resume progress back in calmer waters. Carlisle scorer Global Gift and Wiretap can give the selection
most to think about.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: OASIS PRINCE (1) 
2: GLOBAL GIFT (3) 
3: WIRETAP (4)


